
Super Scripts Extensions 

Essays Appendix 1 
How to write a compare and contrast essay 

 
 
Your essay should have the following elements: 
 

1: Two things you are comparing: A + B  
 
For example: 

 
● Toronto v Montreal 
● Tennis v badminton 
● Liberal party v conservative party 
● Retributive justice v rehabilitative justice  
● Natural v chemical palliative care 
● Batman v Spiderman  

 

2: A criteria by which you are making the comparison.  
 
Make sure you criteria is not too broad, as this will make writing a short essay very difficult. 
Focus on something specific. 
 
For example: 
 

● Toronto v Montreal = which has better transportation? 
● Tennis v badminton = which is more internationally recognized? 
● Batman v Spiderman = which superhero is more popular? 

 

3. A thesis  
 
A thesis is your opinion on the topic, or your answer to your criteria.  
 
For example: 
 

● Toronto v Montreal = which has better transportation?  
○ Answer: Montreal, because it has 18% more effective public transport 

● Batman v Spiderman = which superhero is more popular?  
○ Answer: Batman, because he is known by 78% of the population, and has 

45% more sales. 
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4. Scholarly Support for your thesis 
 
You will need to support your argument with scholarly support.  Do NOT use Wikipedia, social 
media, or unrefereed websites (that means a website, like a personal blog, with no academic 
evaluation, or “peer review” process). 
Scholarly support will include things like: 
 

● Academic Journals 
● Published Books 
● Government Reports 
● Scientific Studies 

 
These sources should be able to corroborate your thesis. 
 

5. A conclusion 
 
What do we learn from your comparison?  What are the next steps? 
 
For example: 
 

● Toronto, and all major cities in Canada, should adopt Montreal’s transportation system to 
help the economy. 
 

● People seem to be more attracted to dark characters in fiction rather than picaresque  
● characters. 

 
 
 

 
 
*Once you have assembles these elements, you’re almost ready to 
start writing.  Use the Compare & Contrast Template in Extensions to 
start building your essay. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


